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PERIOD MAP OF SURFACES WITH p,=cr=1 
AND K AMPLE 

Introduction 

Sampei Usu1 
(Received September 15, 1980) 

Let X be a smooth, complete surface with p0 =cf= l and K ample. Let 
n: fl'-+S be the Kuranishi family of the deformations of X50 =X(s0 ES) and let 
<f,: S • D be the period map in the second cohomology (cf. 2.1). In this paper, we 
investigate what kind of fibre <p has. Our main results are Theorem (5.1) and 
Theorem (6.1). 

In Theorem (5.1), we show that the period map <p actually has 0-dimensional, 
1-dimensional and 2-dimensional fibers. The method here is an elementary 
caluculus by using the Jacobian of the period map <p ( cf. Lemma ( 4.10)) and the 
kernel of the differential map d¢(s) at s ES of the period map <p (cf. Lemma (4.3) 
and Lemma (4.10)). Unfortunately, our result is imcomplete (cf. Remark (5.9)). 

In Theorem (6.1), we get the relationship among some properties on {s E SI 
dim Ker d<p(s)=2} (cf. also Lemma (3.18)). 

In § 1, we summarize some results on the surfaces X with p0 =cf= 1: Rep
resentation of such surfaces as weighted complete intersections of type (6, 6) 
in P(l, 2, 2, 3, 3) (the result of Catanese [2]). Some results on the cohomology 
groups of these surfaces X. 

In § 2, we calculate the Jacobian of the period map ¢ by means of the co
efficients of the defining equations of the surface X. 

In § 3, we study the ramification divisor ,1 of the period map <p: The singular 
locus of A. The subset {sELlldimKerd¢(s)=2}. 

In § 4, we calculate explicitly the kernel of the differential d<p(s) by means of 
the coefficients of the defining equations of the corresponding surface X. 

In § 5 and § 6, we prove Theorem (5.1) and Theorem (6.1) mentioned above. 
In this paper, the author owes much to the result of Catanese [2]. 
The present paper is deeply concerned with the author's forthcoming paper [7]. 

Notation and Convention 

Every variety in this paper is defined over the field C of complex numbers. 

Research partially supported by the Grant-in-Aid for Encouragement of Young Scientist 
(A)-474031. 
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For a complex manifold X, we denote 
Q}=the sheaf of holomorphic differential 1-forms, 

Kx=det Q}, 
Tx=the dual of Q}. 

More generally, for a smooth morphism f: X • Y, we use the notation 
Q} =the sheaf of relative holomorphic differential 1-forms i.e. Q}lf*Q}, 
KJ=detQ}, 
TJ=the dual of Q}. 

For a submanifold Z of a manifold X, we denote 
Nzix=the sheaf associated to the normal bundle to Zin X, 

.lVzix=the dual of Nz;x· 

1. Surfaces with p 9 =Ci= 1 

1.1. F. Catanese ([2]) showed that the canonical model of the surfaces of 
general type with p9 =cf= 1 are represented as weighted complete intersections of 
type (6, 6) in P(l, 2, 2, 3, 3). (For the concept of weighted complete intersection, 
see [5].) If we assume, furthermore, that their canonical invertible sheaves are 
ample, they contain no rational curves with self-intersection number - 2 and 
hence their canonical models are smooth. 

1.2. We summarize here some cohomological properties of the surface in 
question, which will be used later. 

Let X be a smooth weighted complete intersection of type (6, 6) in P= 
P(l, 2, 2, 3, 3). Denote by C the canonical divisor of X. 

By using the facts 

and the well-known exact sequences 

(1.1) 0--+ Tx--+ Tp@0x---> N X/P---> 0, 

(1.2) 0--->l!lx---> E0 0x(e;)---> Tp@0x--->0 
O;:,i;:,4 

(1.3) 

we can calculate easily the following data on cohomology groups (cf. [5]): 

(1.4) H 0(X, Tx)=H 2(X, Tx)=0, dim H 1(X, Tx) = 18. 

(1.5) H 0(X, Q}) = 0, dim H 1(X, Q})= 19. 

(1.6) dim H 0(C, Q}@0c)&2. 
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(1.7) dim H 0(X, Tp@0x)= 16, H 1(X, Tp®0x)=H 2(X, Tp®0x)=O. 

(1.8) dim H 0(X, Tp@Kx)=28, dim H 1(X, Tp®Kx)= 1. 

(1.9) dim H 0(C, Tp®Kx®0c)= 12, dim H 1(C, Tp®Kx®0c)= 1. 

(1.10) dimH0(X, Nx1p)=34, H 1(X, Nx1p)=H2(X, Nx1p)=O. 

(1.1 I) dim H0(X, N x1p®Kx)=46, H 1(X, Nx1P®Kx)=0. 

(1.12) dim H 0(C, Nx;P®Kx®0c)= 12, H 1(C, Nx;P®Kx®0c)=O. 

Let w be the fundamental (1, 1)-form corresponding to the canonial polar
ization of X and let 

be the map defined as the contraction with w. Tensoring Kx to the exact sequence 
(1.1) and taking the cohomology sequence, we have 

H0(X, N X/P®Kx) -L. H 1(X, Tx®Kx)----+ H1(X, Tp@Kx). 

LEMMA (1.13). 

H0(X, N X/P®Kx)-L. H 1(X, Tx®Kx) ~ H 2(X, Kx) is exact. 

PROOF. w E H 1(X, .Q}) comes from some w E H 1(X, .Q~@0x) and we have 
a canonical factorization 

Since w is surjective and dim H 2(X, Kx)=dim H 1(X, Tp®Kx)= 1 (1.8), 
we get our assertion. Q. E. D. 

1.3. Let H be the Hilbert scheme parametrizing smooth weighted complete 
intersections of type (6, 6) in P=P(l, 2, 2, 3, 3) and let 

be the universal family. 

fr" - p X H 

"·1 ~rojection 
H 

Let R=C[x0 , y 1, Yz, z 3 , z4 ] be the weighted polynomial ring with deg x0 =1, 
deg Y;=2 (i= 1, 2) and deg zi=3 (i=3, 4) and let Aut (R) be the group of auto
morphisms of the graded C-algebra R. Denote by c· the image of the anti-
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automorphism Aut (R)---+Aut (P) of groups, i.e. a· =the group of linear auto
morphisms of P. Since Kx,~0x,(1) for X,=n·- 1(t) (t EH), H/G· is the 
coarse moduli scheme of complete, smooth, minimal surfaces with p9 =cf= 1 
and K ample. 

The defining equations of a smooth weighted complete intersection of type 
(6, 6) in P(l, 2, 2, 3, 3) can be normalized as follows (see [2]): 

(1.14) { 
J=z~+f(l)z4 x0 +J<3l, 

g =zi +g<l)z3Xo +g(3>, 

where JO> and gOl are linear and J<3> and g<3l are cubic forms in x5, y 1 and 
Yz, i.e., by using the notation Yo= x5, 

These coefficients form a Zariski open set U in 26-dimensional affine space, 
that is, 

1 
the corresponding surface is a 

U= uEA26 smooth weighted complete intersection . 

of type (6, 6) in P(l, 2, 2, 3, 3) 

Note that U can be considered as a closed subscheme of the Hilbert scheme 
H. Denote by n': fl"'---+ U the pull-back of the universal family n·: fl""---+ H 
by U~H. 

Set 

G={a Ea· I a(U)c U}. 

Then an element a E G can be represented by a non-singular matrix 

I , do 

I 
d10 d11 d12 0 

(1.15) d20 d21 d22 

I 
d3 0 

0 
I 

0 d4 

or 
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0 

(1.16) 

0 

with the action 

[ 

<TX0 = doXo, 

<TY;= L d;1Y· (i= 1, 2), 
O:S ':S2 J 

<TZ;=d;:~- (i=3, 4) 

in case (1.15), and 

(i=l, 2), 

in case (1.16). 
The induced action of G on Vis, for u=(f, g)E V, 

u=(f, g) I--+ CJ'U=(aflds, ag/d¾,) 

in case ( 1.15), and 

u=(f, g) I--+ au=(ag/d¾,, af/dj) 

in case (1.16), and we have 

V/G __::__. H/G' =the coarse moduli scheme of complete, smooth 
surfaces with p9 = xr = l and K ample. 

2. Period map and its Jacobian 

41 

2.1. Let X be a complete, smooth surface with p9 = cy = 1 and Kx ample. 
By (1.7), we see that the Kuranishi family n: 5: • S of the deformations of X= 
x.0 =1r- 1(s0) (s0 ES) is a universal family with the smooth parameter space S of 
dimmension 18. 
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Let 

(2. l) ¢:S--->D 

be the period map ansmg from the Kuranishi family rr: :!l'-+S. Recall that 
(2.1) is constructed in the following way (cf. [3]): Fixing a C"'-trivialization of 
the family 11:: :!l'-+S, we get the isomorphisms r:t_,:P2(X.,C)-..P2(X, C) (sES) of 
the primitive cohomology groups preserving the Hodge-Riemann bilinear form Q. 
Then the map 

¢: S--+ P 19 = {lines in P2(X, C) through the origin} 

defined by 

</J(s)=the line a.(P2 ,0(X.)) m P2(X, C) 

is holomorphic and factorizes 

where 

s___.p19 

\ u 
Dci5 

D={~ EP19 IQ(<;, e)=O} and 

D=gEDI Q(e, ~)>O}. 

This map¢: S-+D is the period map (2.1). 
2.2. We continue to use the notation in 2.1. 
By the universality of the Kuranishi family, we have uniquely determined 

morphism p·: H-+S (in the sense of germs) from the Hilbert scheme H to S. 

Since the composite morphism p': UC.H-+S (in the sense of germs) is smooth1l, 

we can take a section SC-, U and hence we can consider that the Kuranishi family 
rr: :!l'-+S is a subfamily of 11:': ff"'-> U in I .3, that is, we have the following diagram: 

:£ C fl'' C ff[. C p X H 

11/ 
s Cu CH 

11 In the paper [7], we constructs the fine moduli ff: ii-•M of marked surfaces with Pu=cj = I 
and K ample, whose parameter space M is finite over the course moduli space M of surfaces 
with Pa= ci = 1 and K ample. By the universality of the fine moduli, we get the morphism 
p: U-+M whose germ at the point in question coincides with the morphism p': U->S, and 

we can prove that the morphism p: U->M is smooth by its construction. · 
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Denote by q' the first projection P x u _. p_ 
Recall also that the canonical divisors C., on X 11 =n'- 1(u) (u EU) form a flat 

family W' _. U satisfying the commutative diagram (cf. [6]): 

Taking the direct image sheaves of the commutative exact diagram 

(2.2) 

0 0 0 

1 l l 
0 T,, q'*Tp@0x, Nx'/Pxu 0 

l l l 
o-T",®K", q'*Tp@K", N!T'/Pxu®K", -o 

l l 1 

0 0 0 

we get, by using (I .4), (1.5), (1.7), (1.10), ( 1. 11) and (1.12), the diagram (2.3) in 
the next page. 

LEMMA (2.4) The following sheaves are cohomologically flat in dimension 

0 with respect to the morphism n': tc' _. U and their direct images n~( ) have 

the ranks indicated just after them respectively: 

The following are co/zomologically flat in dimension l and their first direct 

images R 1n~( ) have the ranks indicating just after them respectively: 

PROOF. By Continuity Theorem (cf. [1]), we get our assertion immediately 
from (1.4),_ (LS), (1.7)! (1.8), (1.9), (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12). Q. E. D. 



(2.3) 

0 

l l 
0 0 ------+1t~(T,,,®K",®t\,•)--> n~(q'*Tp(8)K,,,(8)eJ,/)-, 

l l l l 
0 -• n~(q'*Tp®eJ.r,) j 1t~N~- /PXU • --~--- R1n~T,., -------> 0 

li, li· } l 
0 ----n~(q'*Tp®Kn,) ·~1~·•--. rc~(N~,/Pxu®Krc,)--•~• - • R11t~(T1t,®Krc, )---• R'n~(q'*Tp®KTt,)---+ 0 

l }, }, t l 
0--. 1t~(T,..,®K,,, ®eJ1r,)-+ n.~(q'*T p®K",®eJ-c,) -14 1t~(N~, /Pxu®K,., ®eJ,,,,) ~ R 11t~(T,,, (8)K11,®eJ,,,.,)-> R11t~(q'* Tp®K", ®eJ",)-> 0 

l l l l l 
-----• 0 0 0 0 

-> R 1n~(T,,,®K",)--• 

l 
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2.3. For the later use, we will represent the morphism j 1 : n~(q'*T",®K",) 
• n~(Nrr'/Pxu®K",) in (2.3) by choosing suitable frames. 

We consider, as in 2.2, the family n': fl£' • V to be that in the sense of germ 
at some fixed point u EV. 

Let f and g be the normalized forms in (1.14) of the defining equations of 
fl£' in P x V, where their coefficients J;, fiik• g; and giik are considered to be pa
rameters on V. Let 15/f be the open subset of fl£' defined by x0 =t=O and o(f/x$, 
g/x$)/o(z3/xJ, z4 /xJ)=t=O. For a sheaf F on fl£', we denote by res n~F the sheaf 
on V defined by 

T(V, res rr~F)=the restriction of I'(n'- 1(V), F) to rr'- 1(V) n o/1 for an open 
subset V of V. 

Note that, by Poincare residue formura, we can take 

(2.5) ( I )( o(f/x$, g/x3) )-ld( I 2) d( I 2) Xo Xo --3--·s~ Y1 Xo I\ Y2 Xo o(z3/Xo, Z4/Xo) 

as a frame of res n~K",. Set 

(2.6) ,,,, = ( o(f/ x3, g Ix$) )-1 d(y /x2) I\ d(J, I x'fi). 
'I' o(z3/X5, Z4/X5) 1 O 2 

Note also that res n~Nrr'/Pxu (resp. res n~(Nrr'/Pxv©Kn,)) has a frame 

{ca/x8) o(/2x$) I a is a monomial in R of degree 6} 

(2.7) 

U {ca/x8) a{g~x$) la is a monomial in R of degree 6} 

modulo 

(fix$) au1xs) • (g/x$) au1xs) • 
(2.8) 

(ff x$) o(g ts) and (g Ix$) o(g ~ x3) 

(resp. {(a/xZ) o(/2x$) ©t/1' la is a monomial in R of degree 1} 
(2.9) 

modulo 

(2.10) 

U {ca/xZ)orits) ©t/1' I a is a monomial in R of degree 1} 

Uxof x'J) a(/2x$) ©t/1', (gxofxZ) ac/2x$) ©t/1', 

UxofxZ>qg~x8) ©t/1' and (gxo/xZ) o(g1xs) ®t/1') 
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Let N (resp. I, N', I') be the free «'.!lu-mdule of rank 38 (resp. 4, 50, 4) with 
(2.7) (resp. (2.8), (2.9), (2.10)) as its free frame. Then we have natural exact 
sequences: 

Let 

0-1- N-> TC~N!E'/PxU-> 0 and 

Q--,. J'--,. N'---> TC~(NL<'/Pxu®K",)--,. 0. 

(resp. j 1 : res 1t~(q'*Tp@K,,,)--> N') 

be a lifting of the morphism j (resp. j 1) in (2.3). Set 

Let 

j': T--> N (resp. j;: T' --,. N') 

be the morphism defined by j(resp. j 1) and natural inclusion JL,N (resp. J'L,N'). 
Then we can replace the part 

TC~(q'*Tp@«'.!1,r,) --L. TC~Ntr'/PXU 

}· }, 
n~(q'*Tp®K",) ___lJ__, 1t~(N1r'/Pxu®K",) 

of the diagram l2,3) by 

TLN 

(2.11) li; }: 
T'_!:__,N' 

without losing commutativity and exactnt!ss, where ;; and ;; are the morphisms 
obtained by tensoring (2.5). 

Now we represent the morphism j; in (2.11) by using the following frames. 
(2.12) Frame of T': We can divide the frame of T' into two parts (2.12.1) 

and (2.12.2) bellow, so that the last part (2.12.2) is the frame of the image of;; 
in (2.11). 



(2.12.1) 

(2.12.2) 
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{z4/x5) 8(y:/x5) ®t/1', (z3/x5) 8(y;/x5) ®t/1', 

{z3/x5) ac.v:/x5) ®t/1', 

(yr/xi) o(z:/x5) ®t/1', <.vi.112/xi> acz:/xA> ®t/1', 

Cd/x~) acz:/xAf ®if,', (yr/xi> acz:/x5) ®xif,', 

(Y1Y2I x~) o(z:/x5) ®t/1', (y~Jxi) 8(z:/x5) ®if,'; 

(z 3x0 /xi) a(z:fxb) ®t/1', (z4xo/xi) a(z:/xJ) ®t/1', 

(y1xMxi_) q{z3~x5) ®if,', (yzxti/xt) 8(z3~x5) ®t/1', 

(~/xi) 8(z:/x5) ®if,', (z3xo/xi) 8(z:/x5) ®t/1', 

(Z4Xo/xt) 0(z:/x5) {g)ij,', (,V1X3/xt) 0(z:/x5) {g)ij,', 

(yzxtifxt) o(z:/x5) ®if,', (xitxi) o(z:/x5) ®if,', 

(y1Xo/X5)-8(y~/Xij) @if,', (Y2Xo/x5) o(y~/x5) @ij,', 

(x5/x5)a(y~/XtJ) @ij,', (,J11Xo/ x5)-o(y:/Xij) @t/J', 

(Y2Xo/x5) o(y:/x5) ®ij,', (x5/x5) o(y:/x5) ®if,', 

Uxo/x'/,) o(j~xg) ®if,', (gxo/x'/,) acAxs) ®if,', 

(fx0 /x'/,) o(gtg) ®if,', (gxo/x'/,) o(gtg) ®if,', 

where if,' is (2.6) and 

47 
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(2.13) Frame of N': The frame of N' can be divided into three parts (2.13.1), 
(2.13.2) and (2.13.3) bellow in the following way. The image of (2.13.1) in 
n~(N!l''/Pxu®K11,®(!}~,) forms its frame (cf. (2.3)). The image of (2.13.3) in 
n~{N :r'/P x u®K11,) forms a frame of i 1(Tu), where the sheaf Tu of the tangent bundle 
to V can be considered naturally a subsheaf of TH®(!)u~n~N:r'/Pxu (cf. also 
(2.3)). 

(2.13.l) 

(2.13.2) 

r (z4yrfx6) acAx8) ®I/I', (Z4.Jl1Y2/X6) o(Axs> ®I/I', 

(z4_d/x6) o(Axs) ®if1', (z3yrfx6) iJ(g~x8) ®I/I', 

(z3yifxJ) i)(j~x8) @1/J', (Z3.Jl1.J12/X6) i)(j1x8) (g)I/J', 

(z3y~/x6) acAxs) ®I/I', (z4_vf/x6) acg~xs) ®"''· 
(Z4.Jl1.J12/X6) iJ(gtg) @1/J', (z4y~/X6) iJ(g~x8) @t/J'; 

(z}xo/X6) iJ(g~x8) @1/J', (z3Z4Xo/ X6) iJ(g~x8) @1/J" 

(z¾xo/X6) iJ(gtg) @1/J', (Z4J'1X5/X6)·i)(g~x8) @t/J', 

(z4y 2xa/x6) iJ(g~xS) ®I/I', (z4xUx6) iJ(g~x8) ®t/1'; 

(z4y1x6fx6) auts) ®I/I', (z4y2x5f x6) auts> ®I/I', 

(z4xi/x6) acAxs) ®t/1', (Z3.J11X5/X6) iJ(g~x8) ®I/I', 
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( 2 3/ 1) 0 '°'x .,, ', ( 3/ 1) 0 ,o. ·'•', 
J'1Xo Xo o(f/x8) \CJ'I' Y1J12Xo Xo o(f/x8) \Cl'I' 

(2. 13.3) 

( 2 3/ 7) 0 '°'x ·'·', ( 5/ 1) 0 ,o.,/,' Y2Xo Xo o(f/x8) \C:l'I' J'1Xo Xo o(f/xg) -&'i' , 

( 2 3/ 7) a '°''''', ( 5/ 1) a '°'·'·' Y2Xo Xo o(g/xg) IOI'/' Y1Xo Xo o(g/xg) \C:l'I', 

Let J be the matrix corresponding to the morphism j~ in (2.11) with respect 
to the frames (2.12) and (2.13). J is a 50 x 32 matrix with functions on U as its 
entries and J is divided into 6 blocks according to the division of the frames. Set 

111 I 0 

(2.14) 1= 121 I 122 

J3, I J32 ----12 20 

Then, we have 
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(2.15) 

11 0 31111 1112 I I 0 
I 

12 11 21112 21122 I 

0 12 I 1122 31222 I 
! 

I 0 6 

g 1 0 i 3g111 g I 12 
I 

g 2 ll1 0 2ll112 2ll122 

0 ll2 g 122 3g222 I I I 

31111 1112 2 

0 21112 21122 2 

1122 31222 2 
0 6 

3u111 ll112 2 

2g112 2g 122 0 2 

g 122 3g 222 2 I/ 

--------------- 6 

The other matrices Jij(i=2, 3; j=l, 2) can be also calculate in a trivial way. 
Since the space is limitted, we omit to write down these matrices. 

2.4. We continue to use the notation above. 
Recall that, by the result of Griffiths ([3]), the differential 

d</J: Ts--+ </J*Tn 

of the period map <pin (2.1) can be identified with the morphism 

induced from the pairing 

where 

Hence, by the functoriality, the pull-back of d<p by the morphism p': U • S (in 
the sense of germs as before) can be identified with 
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Let tjJ be a frame of n~K,.,. Then, we have a commutative diagram 

p'*Ts P'*(d<P) p'*<p*Tn 

I< I< 
(2. I 6) R 11t~T",------> ,Yt'.,m (n~K,,, P11t~D!,) 

l\ l®~ 
R 1n~T,., ®~ P 1n~Q);,. 

From (l. 13), (2.3), (2. 11) and (2.16), we get a commutative diagram 

0 0 

l l 
0-------+ T j' N ~ R 1n~T",------> 0 

1;, li• }' 
(2.17) 0 -------+ T' 

i, 
N' ~ P 1 n~ D!, ------, 0 

}, }· 
1t~(q'*Tp@K",@(!),.,,) A n~(N:r'JPxu®K,.,@0,.,,) 

l l 
0 0 

51 

We denote by A the 6 x 6 minor matrix of J 11 in (2.15) consisting of the first 

6 rows and the first 6 columns, i.e. 

(2.18) 
I A ! 0 I 

1 11 = ----· -- , where / 6 is the 6 x 6 unit matrix. 

I _A' i 2/6 I 

LEMMA (2.19) For suitable coordinates of Sand D, we have 

the Jacobian of <p = det A, 

where A is the matrix in (2.18). 

PROOF. Set 

1--
, ~1 ---1 

122 
(2.20) l'= 121 and l"= --- . 

132 
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Note that the matrix J" (resp. J 11 ) represents the morphism j' (resp. j 2) in (2.17) 
for suitable frames. Since j' and j~ in (2.17) are injective, the matrices J" and 
J in (1.14) are of maximal rank and hence we get that rank J' = 12, rank J" = 20 
and rank J = 32. 

Let E be a subset of {l, 2, ... , 50} such that det J(E) does not vanish at the 
point u E U in question, where we denote by J(E) the 32 x 32 minor matrix of J 
consisting of the e-th rows (e EE). We can divide E =E' lLE" so that det J'(E') 

and det J"(E" -12) do not vanish at the point u EU, where we use the notation 

E"-12={e-12 I eeE"} 

and also the notation J'(E') and J"(E" -12) as above. 
Denote by v~, v;, ... , v; 0 the frame of N' in (2.13). Then, from (2.17), 

{s' 0 it1(v:) I e E {13, ... , 50} "-£"} 

(resp. {s~(v:)lee{l, ... , 50}"-E}) 

form a fram of R 1n~ T,,, (resp. P 1n~Q!,). By using these frames, the morphism 
i' in (2.17) can be represented by the matrix 

0 

* 

Since 

0 
det --------:----1 =(det A)-26 -detl'(E')-1 

* 

and det J'(E') is non-vanishing at u e U, we get our assertion. Q.E.D. 

3. Ramification locus of period map 

We continue to use the notation in the previous section. 
3.1. As in the beginning of 2.2, 1t: $ • S is the Kuranishi family of the 

deformations of X=Xu0 =X.0 with u 0 eU, s0 eS and p'(u 0 )=s0 • Let d¢(s0): 

T5(s0 ) • Tv( ¢(s0)) be the differential of the period map ¢ in (2.1) at s0 ES and 
let A(u0 ) be the matrix obtained by evaluating A in (2.18) at u0 EU. Let C be 
the canonical divisor on X as before. 

LEMMA (3.1) We have 

dim Ker d¢(s0 ) =corank A(u 0)=dim H 0(C, Q}(8)0c)~2. 
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In particular, the fibre of the period map <p in (2.1) through s0 is at most 2-
dimensional. 

PROOF. Restricting (2.2) to X =Xu0 and taking the cohomology diagram, 
we get an exact diagram 

(3.2) 
0 

1 
0--->H0 (C, Tx®Kx®t!Jc)-,H0 (C, Tp®Kx®t!Jc)~H0 (C, Nx1P®Kx®t!Jc). 

}(uo) 
H 1(X, Tx) 

l 
H 1(X, Tx®Kx) 

Since i(u 0) in (3.2) can be identified with d¢(s0) in the same sense as in the 
beginning of 2.4 and since jz(u 0 ) in (3.2) is represented by the matrix J 11 (u 0 ) 

obtained from J 11 in (2.15) by evaluating at u0 , we have 

dim Ker d</>(s0)=corank A(u0)=dim H 0(C, Q}®t!Jc), 

where we used the natural identification Tx®Kx~ Q}. Now the assertion 
follows from (1.6). Q. E. D. 

Set 

U;= {u EU I corank A(u)= i} and 
(3.3) 

S;= {s ES I dim Ker d<f>(s)= i} (i=O, 1, 2). 

Then, U; (i=0, 1, 2) (resp. S; (i=0, 1, 2)) form a stratification of U (resp. S). 
We also use the following notation: 

L1~= {uELI' l/1 =/2 =g 1 =g2 =0 at u}. 

{ 
!not / 1 =/2 =0 but g 1 =g2 =0, orul· 

LI;= uELI'/ 
,/1 =/2 =0 but not g 1 =g 2 =0 at 

(3.4) L1; 1 = lu ELI' rank ( ~: :: ) = 1, and neitherul . 

f 1 = /2 = 0 nor g 1 = g 2 = 0 at 
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A =S1 U S2 • 

Ai=p'(A;) 

Sampei Usu1 

(i=O, I, 11, 2). 

LEMMA (3.5) A~, A;, A; 1 and A; are G-stable. 

PROOF. The assertion follows immediately from the obserbation of the in-
duced action of G on J1,f2 , g 1 and g2 • Q. E. D. 

Note that A; (resp. AJ (i = 0, 1, 11, 2) form a stratification of A' (resp. A). 
We normalize, further, the defining equations of X 11 according to u E Ll 1 

(i=O, 1, 11, 2) as follows: 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

I f=zi+foz4x5+J< 3l 

g =z,t+g0 z3x5+ gC3l, 

{ 
f =zi+z4XoY1 +J<3>, 

g = z,t+ g0 z3x5 + g< 3>, 

for u EA~. 

for ueA;. 

{ 
f =z5+Z4XoY1 +J< 3l, 

g = z,t + Z3XoY1 +goZ3Xij + gC3l, 

! f =z5+z4XoY1 +J<3 >, 

g=Z,i + Z3X0Yz +g(3), 
for ueA;. 

3.2. For simplicity of notation, we use the following: 

(
31111 !112) 

(f) (resp.(g))=the matrix 2f112 2f12 2 

.f122 3f222 

(

3gl 11 

(resp. 2g 112 

g 122 

gl 12) 
2g 122 ) . 

3g222 

lf(i, j)I (resp. lg(i, j)I)= the 2 x 2 minor determinant of the matrix 
(f) (resp. (g)) with the i-th and the 

j-th rows. 

LEMMA (3.10) Set 

Ll"={ueA; 1 uA;lrank(f)=rank(g)=l at u}. 

Then, we have: 
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(i) U2 =L10U,1" (disjointunion). 

,1~ and A" are both G-stable and of codimension 4 in U. 
(ii) S2 = A0 U p'(,1") (disjoint union). 

,1 0 and p'(,1") are both of codimension 4 in S. 
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PROOF. It is enough to prove (i), since (ii) follows immediately from (i). 
The inclusion U 2 ::::i A0 U ,1" is obvious. We will prove the other inclusion 

by dividing cases according to u EA; (i =0, 1, 11, 2). 
In case u EA~, we use the normalized form (3.6) of the defining equations 

of X.,. Then the matrix A in (2.18) is evaluated at u as 

I 1 0 I 3f111 
I 

!112 

(3.1 I) A(u)= 

i 0 1 21112 2f122 0 

I 0 0 !122 3f222 

I 

I 
I 39111 9112 

I I 
I 0 0 

9122 39222 

If f 122 = f 222 = 0, the points on Xu with x0 = y 1 = z 3 = 0 become singular points 
of X.,. Hence 

(3.12) f122 =1=0 or f222 =1=0. 

If rank (9)=1=2, 9<3>(0, y 1, y2)=0 has a triple root, say Y;=a; (i= 1, 2), and hence 
the points on Xu with x0 = z4 = 0 and Y; = a; ( i = 1, 2) become singular points of 
X.,. Therefore we have 

(3.13) rank (9)=2. 

By (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13), we see that corank A= I. 
In case u e,1~ 1, we use the normalized form (3.7) of the defining equations 

of Xu. We assume 

not rank (f) = rank (9) = 1 at u. 

This is equivalent to assume . 

(3.14) not lf(l, 3)1 = lf(2, 3)1 = 19(1, 3)1 = 19(2, 3)1 =0 at u. 

The matrix A is evaluated at u as 
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I 0 31111 Ji 12 I 
0 I 21112 2/122 

i 0 i 
i 

0 0 !122 3/222 I 
(3.15) A(u)= I 

i I 0 
I ! 3 ' 

0 0 lg112 2g122 

0 0 g 122 3g222 

As in the above case, we see that 

(3. 16) /122 =!=O or /222 =!=O, and 

(3. I 7) g122 =!=O or g222 =1=0. 

By (3.14), (3.16) and (3.17), we can observe that at least one of the following 5 x 5 
minor determinants of A(u) does not vanish: 

where 

12; 61 = ±g122l/(l, 3)1, 11; 61 = ±U1221f(2, 3)1, 

12; 51 = ± 3u222lf(1, 3)1, I 1; 51 = ± 3u2nl/(2, 3)1, 

15; 41 = ±f122lg(l, 3)1, 14; 41 = ±f1221g(2, 3)1, 

15; 31= ±3f222lg(l, 3)1, 14; 31= ±3f2221g(2, 3)1, 

Ii; jJ = the 5 x 5 minor determinant of A(u) omtting the 
i-th row and the j-th column. 

In case u e ..12, we use the normalized form (3.8). The matrix A becomes 

0 3f111 !112 

0 21112 2/222 0 I 
I 

0 0 !122 3f222 I 

A(u)= I· 0 0 Jglll g 1 I 2 

0 0 2g 112 lg 122 

0 g 122 3g222 
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Observing the following 5 x 5 minor determinants of A(u) 

12; 61=±3g11,lf(l, 3)1, 16; 61=±3g,11lf(2, 3)1, 

12; 51=±g112lf(l, 3)1, II; 51=±g1121f(2, 3)1, 

15; 31=±3!222190, 3)1, 16; 31=±3f222lg(l, 2)1, 

15; 41 = ±f122lg(l, 3)1, 16; 41 = ±J, 22lg(l, 2)1, 

we can find a non-vanishing one in the same manner as in the case u E ,1; 1• 

Thus we have proven U 2 =A~ U A". 
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It is easy to see that the condition rank (f) = 1 (resp. rank (g) = l) is equivalent 
to the condition that, in P2 with homogeneous coordinates y0 , y 1 and Yz, the 
cubic curve J<3 >=0 (resp.g(3)=0) and the line y0 =0 intersects at only one 
point. From this, it follows that ,1" is G-stable. 

The other assertions are easy to verify and we omit their proof. 
Q.E.D. 

3.3. We investigate in the next lemma the singular loci of ,1' and ,1 in (3.4). 

LEMMA (3.18) Set 

A"'= {u EA~ I (lf(l, 3)1 lf(l, 3)1- lf(l, 2)11!(2, 3)1) 

Then we have: 

x (lg(!, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1-lg(l, 2)1 lg(2, 3)1)=0 and 

(f,(lf(2, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1-lf(l, 3)1 lg(I, 3)1) 

- fz(lf(I, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1-1/(1, 2)1 lg(2, 3)1)) 

x (g, (lg(2, 3)1 If (1, 3)1- lg( 1, 3)1 If ( 1, 3)1) 

-gz(lg(l, 3)11f(l, 3)1-lg(l, 2)11.f(2, 3)1))=0 at u}. 

(i) Sing(A')=U2 UA"'. 

(ii) Sing (A)=S2 U p'(A"'). 

PROOF. Since A' is smooth over A, (ii) follows from (i). Hence it is enough 
to prove (i). 

We use the new affine coordinates ~;, ~iik• 17; and '1iik of U obtained from 
the old onesf;,hik• g; and lliik by translating the origin to u, i.e. 

~.=J,-f;(u), 17,=g,-g,(u) 
(3.19) 

17 ijk = hjk - hjk( U ), 11 ijk = g iji Ll) 

With these new coordinates, the determinant 

(0~i~2), 

(0 ~ i ~ j ~ k ~ 2) . 



det 

(3.20) 

~----------~------------- - -- -- --- ------------~ 
e1 +/1(u) 0 

e2+fi(u) (1 +/1(u) 

0 e2+fi(u) 

3(e111 +/111(u)) e112+/112(u) 

2(e112+/112(u)) 2(e122+/122(u)) 0 

----------'---------------!----------- ~- ~------l 

'11 +g1(u) 

'12+g2(u) 

() 

0 

l'/1 +g1(U) 

'12 +g2(u) 

0-

3('1111 +g111(u)) '1112+g112(u) 

2('1112 +g112(u)) 2(1'/122 +g122(u)) 
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gives the Taylor expansion of det A at u. 
We will prove (i) in dividing cases with respect to the stratification Ai (i = 

0, 1, 11, 2) of A'. 

In case u EA;. We observe first the subcase 

In this subcase, the linear term of (3.20) is 

l/1<J1(1l(2, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1-11(1, 3)1 lg(2, 3)1) 

-.fi(ll(l, 3)1 Jg(l, 3)1-1.f(l, 2)1 lg(2, 3)l))(u) 

- l/2U1 (l.f(2, 3 )I Jg( 1, 2)1-1.f(I, 3)1 lo( I, 3)1) 

-lz(ll(l, 3)J lg(l, 2)1-11(1, 2)1 lg(l, 3)l))(u) 

Since 11 or 12 =I= 0 at u, u E Sing (A') is equivalent to 

(3.21) 

[ 
1/(2, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1-1/(1, 3)1 Jg(2, 3)1 

det 
11(2, 3)1 lg(l, 2)1-110, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1 

1/(1, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1-11(1, 2)1 lg(2, 3)1] 

1/(1, 3)1 lg(l, 2)1- lf(l, 2)1 lg(l, 3)1 

=(lf(t, 3)11.f(l, 3)1-1/(1, 2)111(2, 3)1)(1g(l, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1- lg(l, 2)1 lo(2, 3)1) 

=0 at u 

and 

(3.22) f,(11(2, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1-1/(1, 3)1 lg(2, 3)1) 

- fill( I, 3)1 lg(l, 3)1- lf(l, 2)J Jg(2, 3)1) = o at u. 

Similarly, we see, in the subcase 11 =12 =0 but not g1 =g 2 =0 at u, that 
u E Sing(A') is equivalent to (3.21) and 

(3.23) g 1(Jg(2, 3)111(1, 3)1-lg(l, 3)111(2, 3)1) 

-gz(Jg(l, 3)11/(1, 3)1-lo(l, 2)11/(2, 3)1)=0 at u. 

Combining (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23), we sec that 

Sing (A') n A; =A"'. 

In case u EA; 1, we will first prove the assertion for such u that the defining 
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equations of X,, is normalized as (3.7). At such point u, the linear term of (3.20) 
becomes 

(3.24) ~,(-11(2, 3)11g(l, 3)/+IJ(l, 3)//g(2, 3)/)(u) 

+ ~z(/f(l, 3)1 /g(l, 3)1- lf(l, 2)11g(2, 3)l)(u) 

+11 1(/f(l, 3)1 /g(2, 3)1-1!(2, 3)1 /g(I, 3)/)(u) 

+ 11i( - lf(l, 3)1 lg( I, 3)1 + lf(2, 3)1/g(I, 2)/)(u) 

+,,,,(3-3f222 /g(2, 3)/)(u) 

+,,iiC-f,ii/g(2, 3)1-2-3f222/g(I, 3)/)(u) 

+~122(-f1121g(2, 3)/+2-2f122 /g(l, 3)/)(u) 

+ ,22z<3 · 3f, 1 tig(2, 3)/-3 · 21, duO, 3)/)(u) 

+11111(-3-3g2ii/f(2, 3)1)(11) 

+11, du1221f(2, 3)1 + 2 · 3g222lf(l, 3)1) (u) 

+1112zCg,ii/f(2, 3)1-2-2g122lf(], 3)/)(u) 

+1122z<-3-3g 111 /J(2, 3)/+3-2g112lf(l, 3)1)(11). 

We claim that every coefficient of (3.24) is zero if and only if 

(3.25) If (I, 3)1 = If (2, 3)1 = /g{I, 3)1 = /g(2, 3)1 = 0 at 11. 

It is evident that (3.25) is a sufficient condition. Assume now that /g(2, 3)1 =!=O 
at u. This implies that f 222 =J122 =J112 =f111 =0 at u. But if J222 =f122 =0 
at u, the points with x0 = y 1 =z3 =0 become singular points of X.,. Hence /g(2, 3)1 
=0 and also /g(I, 3)1=0 at u. The same reasoning assures that lf(2, 3)1= 
/f(l, 3)1 =0 at u. 

By using the fact (f1, f 2) =I= (0, 0) and (g 1, g 2 ) =I= (0, 0) at u once more, we 
see that (3.25) is equivalent to 

(3.26) rank (f)= rank (g)= 1. 

As we have shown at the final stage of the proof of Lemma (3.10), the condition 
(3.26) is invariant under the action of G. Thus the assertion in case u EA~ 1 is 
proven. 

In case u E L1 2, by using the normalized form (3.8), we can get the condition 
(3.26) with a similar argument as in the previous case u E L1 ~ 1. Q. E. D. 
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REMARK (3.27) We remark here that LI" in (3.10) and LI"' in (3.18) are not 
empty sets. 

LI" contain such point u with 

LI"' n LI~ 1 contain such point u with 

Ll 111 n LI; contain such point u with 

4. Explicit calculation of Ker d<J,(s) 

Let u0 EU. Let n:: f!C_,,S be the Kuranishi family of the deformations of 
X 110 =X.0 (s0 eS) and let p': u-s be the morphism (in the sense of germs) 
sending u 0 to s0 as in the beginning of 2.2. Take u EU and set s = p'(u) ES. 

In this section, we will calculate explicitly a lifting E Tu(u) of the kernel of the 
differential d</J(s): Ts(s)-'> Tv( ¢(s)) of the period map ¢ at s in terms of the co
ordinates of u EU. 

We use the notation in the previous sections. 
4.1. Taking the fibers at 11 EU of the diagram (2.17), we have a com

mutative, exact diagram: 

0 0 

1 1 
0--, T(u) j'(u) N(u) ~ H 1(X, Tx)--> 0 

li,(11) 
i,(") 

li\(11) li' (11) 
(4.1) 0--> T'(u) N'(u) ~ P1• 1(X)---+ 0 

},(11) 1,,(11) 
H 0 (C, Tp®Kx®(!)c) -~ H 0 (C, Nx,P®Kx®(!)c) 

1 1 
0 0 
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where X = X., and C = C.,. 

LEMMA (4.2) By using the notation in (4.1), we see that 

Kerji(u)---.-.., Ker i'(u)=Kerd¢(s) 

PROOF. This follows immediately from the diagram ( 4.1) and (2.16). ( cf. 
also the proof of Lemma (3.1).) Q. E. D. 

4.2. Let 

be the basis of T'(u) (resp. N'(u)) induced from the frame (2.12) (resp. (2.13)). 
Let 

be the basis of T(u) (resp. N(u)) defined by 

i;(u)(w,)=w~ 

Then 

r;(u)(w;,) 

(resp. r; (u) ( v~) 

(13~e~32) 

(13~e~50)). 

form a basis of H 0(C, Tp@Kx®0c) (resp. H 0(C, N X/P®Kx®0c)). 
By using these bases the morphisms 

j'(u), j;(u) and j;(u) 

are represented by the evaluation of the matrices 

J" in (2.20), Jin (2.14) and J 11 in (2.15) at u respectively. 

4.3. Using the affine coordinates (3.19) of U, Tu(u) is identified with a 
subspace of N(u) in the sense that 
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U~; =(Z3Xoy;/xg) o(g(:)/x8) ' 

a a 
a¢ijk = (_v ;Y iYkf x8) o(J(u)/x8) ' 

a a 
-..,---=(1'·1'·1'k/X8) "'( ( )/ 6) Of/ijk · '· 1 · 0 g U Xo 

This means that Tu(u) is considered to be the subspace of N(u) spanned by v0 

(25 ~ e ~ 50). 
4.4. Now we caluculate a lifting of Ker d<f>(s) to Tu(11) by tracing each step 

of the morphism in (4.2). We use the notation above. 

LEMMA (4.3) A lifting of every vector in Ker dcp(s) to Tu(u) is obtained by 

(4.4) 

where ae (1 ~ e ~ 6) is a solution of the linear equation 

(4.5) 

(A is the matrix in (2.18)) and B is the 26 x 6 matrix ( 4.6) in the next pages. 

The converse is also true, i.e. every vector in Tu(u) of the form (4.4) is a 

lifting of some vector in Ker dcp(s). 

PROOF. Take y = L air2(w;) e Ker ji(u). By the remark m 4.2, this 
1;;,i;;,12 

is equivalent to finding coefficients ae(l ~e~ 12) satisfying 

By the form of the matrix J 11 , this is also equivalent to finding ae(l ~ e ~ 6) with 

since ae (7~e~12) are given by 

(4.7) 
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(4.6) 

B= 

3/o 

0 

0 

2/011 

21012 

21022 

0 

4/001 

41002 

0 

6fooo 

0 

0 

0 

3/o 

0 

(•) 

0 

2/01 I 

21012 

21022 

0 

41001 

4/002 

0 

6fooo 

0 
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21011 1012 

1012 21022 

foot 1002 

0 

5 
-zf1K111 

1 
-2f1K112-f2K111 

-2f1K112 
3 

-2fiK111 -f1K122 
3 

-2f2K112 

-{f1K122-f2K112 
3 

- -2 f1K222- 2/iK122 

-f1K222 
1 

-2hK122 
5 

-zf2K222 

3 
- 2foK111-2f1Ko1 I 

1 1 
- -2 foK112- 2 f1Ko12- /zKot 1 

-foK112 
3 

- 2f1Ko12-hK011 -foK122 -f1Ko22 
3 

-2/zK012 

1 
- 2 foK122-f1Ko22 

1 
-zfiK012 

3 
-2foK222 -2f2Ko22 

-f0Ko11 
3 

-zI1Koo1 
1 1 

- -1-foK012-z f1Koo2 -f2Koo1 

1 
- 2 f0Ko12- f1Koo2 

1 
-z/zK001 -foK022 

3 
- 2hK002 

1 lf -f2Kooo - 2 f0Koo1-f1Kooo - -2 0Koo2 

obtained from (3, 3)-block by 

replacing f and g respectively 

(•) (resp. (••)) is obtained from (1, 1)-block (resp. (1, 3)-block) by repracing f and g 
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0 

obtained from (1,2)-block by 

repracing J and g respectively 

0 

-¾ f1f2K1 --{-ftK2 

--} J~gl -¾ f1f2g2 

respectively. 

112 -4 lgO 

obtained from (3, 2)-block by 

replacing f and g respectively 
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0 
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where A' is the 6 x 6 matrix in (2.18). 
Set 

Then, by the remark in 4.2 again, we see that 

Set 

0 

0 

By the form of the matrix J 22 , we can find a vector 

(
a13 ) y'=(v 13 , •.• , v50)J" : Elmj'(u) 
a32 

so that 

and 

i.e. y3 + y' E Tu(u ). 
Set y4 =y3 +y'. Then, by the construction, y4 is a lifting to Tu(u) of the vector 

in Kerdcp(s) corresponding to yEKerji(u) under the isomorphism in (4.2). 
From (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), ae (7~e~32) can be expressed as linear com

binations of ac (1 ~e~6). Thus we can calculate the matrix B so that y4 is the 
form (4.4). Q. E. D. 

The following lemma can be obtained elementarily and we omit the proof. 



,---- ----------------------------· --- ·- ------ ---------- ---

________ , a1 I a2 I a3 I a4 I as \_a6 

____ Llo ______ l_ --1=1 ~j'c---_____ 12 ==\ ~~-j o~ -, -o_-- !_o _ 

_____ Ll_1 ___ ___;i_1_1_c1_, _3)_1 __ ~i_1_1_c2_, _3)_1 _--'l'---3f_222 I /122 ___ I __ o ___ l __ o __ _ 

not 1/(1, 3)1 
=lg(l, 3Jl=0 

1/(1, 3)1 lf(l, 3)1 
X lg(l, 3)1 X lg(2, 3)1 

- 31222 
x lg(l, 3)1 

-1/(1, 3)1 
x3g222 

1/(1, 3)1 
XK122 

112i lg(l, 3)1 I 
1-------1------,------1----- ----;------- --1-----

not I /(2, 3)1 
= lg(2, 3)1 =0 

rank(/)= 
rank (g)= I 

not 1/(1, 3)1 
= lg(l, 2)1 =0 

not 1/(2, 3)1 
=lg(l, 3)1=0 

1/(2, 3)1 1/(2, 3)1 -3/222 1122 -1/(2, 3)1 
X lg(l, 3) X lg(2, 3)1 X lg(2, 3)1 X lg(2, 3)1 X 3g222 

1/(2, 3)1 
Xg122 

! ____ o _____ o ___ ,1·--3-f-22:,-1--f-12-2~ ----1e-----3g_2_2_2
1
: - -K12-2

1
2- - -

lf(l, 3)1 
x lg(l, 2)1 

1/(2. 3)1 I 
X lg(l, 2)1 

-3/222 
X lg(I, 2)1 

1/(1, 3)1 1/(2, 3)1 -3/222 
X lg(l, 3)1 x lg(I, 3)1 X lg(I, 3)1 

1122 
x lg(l, 2)1 

/122 
X lg(l, 3)1 

1/(1, 3)1 
XK112 

1/(2, 3)1 
Xg112 

-1/(1, 3)1 
X 3gll l 

-1/(2, 3)1 
X 3gll 1 

1-------1-------1------1------l------l----___ , _______ _ 

rank(/)= 
rank (g)=l 0 0 

'--~------~----~----- ---- ----------- ------ ------ --- - - ---
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where t1 and t2 are independent parameters, and we have relations 

lf(l, 3)1 lg(2, 3)1-1!(2, 3)1 lg{l, 3)1 = 0 in case u E Ll 11 and If (I, 3)1 lg{l, 3)1 
-lf(2, 3)1 lg(l, 2)1 =0 in case u E L1 2 . 

5. Fibres of the period map 

Let u0 EU, let n: ff-+S be the Kuranishi family of the deformations of 
X 110 ~ X.0 (s0 ES) and let p': U-+S be the morphism (in the sense of germs) sending 
u0 to s0. For u EU, we set s = p'(u) ES. 

We will investigate, in this section, the fibres of the period map ¢: S-+ D 
in (2.1). 

We use the notation in the previous sections. 

THEOREM (5.1) With the above notation, we get the following assertions 
for the fibres of the period map ¢. 

(5.1.1) In case u0 E Lib, using the normalized form (3.5), we have: 
f 0=g0=O at u0 if and only if the period map ¢ has 2-dimensional fibre 

through s0. 
If Jo =0 and g0 =!=Oat u0, the period map ¢ has 1-dimensional fibre through 

Iff0=!=O and g0=O at u0, the period map¢ has 1-dimensionalfibre through 

So. 

If f 0g0=!=O at u0 and if the period map cp has positive dimensional fibre 
through s0, it must be 1-diemnsional and the point s ES, which starts from s0 
and moves along this fibre, will go into ,1 11 . 

(5.1.2) In case u0 E L1~, using the normalized form (3.6), we have: 
If g0=O at u0, the period map <P has I-dimensional.fibre through s0. 
If g0=!=O at u0 and if the period map ¢ has positive dimensional fibre 

through s0, the point sES, which starts from s0 and moves along this fibre, will 
go into L1 2 • 

(5.1.3) In case u0 EL1~ 1, using the normalized form (3.1), we get the fol
lowing: 

If !112 =!122 =!012 =!022 =foo2=g112 =g122 =go12=go22=goo2 =0 at Uo, 
the period map¢ has I-dimensional.fibre through s0 . 

If rank (f) = rank (g)= 1 at u0, i.e. u0 E L1" (see (3.10)), and if the period map 
¢ has positive dimensional fibre through s0 , it must be I-dimensional and the 
point s ES, which starts from s0 and moves along this fibre, will leave from 
p'(,1"). 

(5.1.4) In case u0 E L12, using the normalized form (3.8), we have the 
following: 

If rank(f)=rank(g)=l at u0, i.e. u0 EL1", and if the period map¢ has 
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positive dimensional fibre through s0, the point s ES, which stars from s0 and 

moves along this fibre, will leavefrom p'(A"). 

PROOF. Set 

and set also Z; = p'(ZD (i = 1, 2, 3). Then z; (i = 1, 2, 3) are "linear" subvarieties 
of U and Z; (i= 1, 2, 3) are analytic submanifolds of S (see, for detail, [7]). 

It is easy to see that z; n A"=¢, where we use the notation A" in (3.10). 
Hence we see from (3.10), that 

(5.2) 
dim Ker d¢(s)=2 

dim Ker d¢(s)= 1 

for sEZ2 and 

(i=l,3). 

In case u E Z~, we know, from (4.3) and ( 4.10), that the coefficients of the 

liftings E Tu(u) of Ker d¢(s) corresponding to the part v28 =-I-, v29 = ,,~ 
8 111 0.,2 

and v30 =-8,70 of the basis ve (25~e~50) of Tu(u) are all zero. This implies 

that 

(5.3) at any point 

Combining (5.2) and (5.3), we can conclude that, in case u0 E Z~ "-Z;, the period 
map¢ has smooth, !-dimensional fibre through s0 • 

In a similar manner, we get also that the period map ¢ has smooth, 2-di
mensional ( resp. ! -dimensional) fibre through s0 in case u0 E Z2 ( resp. u OE z; "-Z2). 

For the other assertion, we will prove them case by case. 
First of all, we identify Tv(u 0 ) with the ambiant space A26 of U by means 

of the affine coordinates (;, IJ;, (;jk and IJiik in (3.19). 
Case f 1 =f2 =g 1 =g2 =0 and f 0g0=4=0 at u0: From (4.3) and (4.10), we see 

that the coefficients of the liftings Tv(u 0 ) of Ker d¢(s0) corresponding to the part 
8 8 8 8 8 8 

V2s= 8(1, V26= 8(2' V21= 8(0, V2s= 8111' V29= 8112 and V30= 8110 of the 

basis ve (25 ~ e ~ 50) of Tv(u 0 ) are as follows. 

(5.4) 
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where t1 (i = 1, 2) are independent parameters. 
If the period map ¢ has positive dimensional fibre through s0 , starting from 

s=s0 and moving along this fibre, the point s, by (5.4), will go into L1 11 "p'(A"). 
In particular, the fibre of the period map ¢ through s0 is at most 1-dimensional. 

In a similar way, we get the last half of (5.1.2). 
Case u0 EA~ 1 n A": We use the normalized form (3.7). It is easy to see that 

l 222g222 =1=0 at u0 , unless otherwise X 110 has singular points. Hence the condition 

rank (f) = rank (g) = I 

is equivalent to 

· 11(1, 3)1 = 11(2, 3)1 = lg(l, 3)1 = lg(2, 3)1 =0 

and also equivalent to 

l,,,=a 3 l222, l112=3a2l222, l,22=3al222, 
(5.5) 

for some a, b EC. Note that (5.5) means 

J<3l(0, Y1, Y2)= l222(ay1 + Y2)3 and 

gC3>(0, Y1, Yi)=g22zCby1 + Yi)3, 

and hence we see that a =I= b, unless otherwise X,,0 is not contained in 
P(l, 2, 2, 3, 3). 

From (4.3), (4.10) and (5.5), we see that the coefficients of the liftings Tu(u 0 ) 

of Ker d</J(s0 ) corresponding to the part 

8 
V32=ar-, '> 112 

8 
V33=-8;; , 

'> 122 

8 
V34=~-, 

'>222 
8 8 

V42 = 811112·• 
V -----

43 - 811122 

and v44=-8 8 of the basis ve (25~e~50) of Tu(u 0 ) are as follows. 
11222 

(5.6) ~222=31222B222t,, l1112=32l222B222tzC2a2-ab), 

32 
11122 =2 f2229222tzC3a-b), 11222 =3l222B222t2, 

where t1 (i = 1, 2) are independent parameters. 
The equations of the tangent spaces 11(2, 3)1 =0 and lg(2, 3)1 =0 in A26 are 



(5.7) 

(5.8) 
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2,112 2f122i + 121112 2e1221 and 

I e122 3f222 I 1 1,22 3e222 

!211 112 2g1221 + 12g112 2111221 
i 11122 39222 gt 12 311222 

Substituting (5.5) and (5.6) into (5.7), we get 

22 -33n22g22i(a-b)2t1 and 

respectively. 

22 • 33f 222gj22(a - b)2t2 respectively. 
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If the period map cf> has positive dimensional fibre through s0 , we see from (5.8) 
that, starting from s=s0 and moving along this fibre, the points will leave from 
p'(A"). Thus, we get the desired assertion in this case. 

In a similar way, we get (5.1.4). Q. E. D. 

REMARK (5.9) In the cases (5.1.3) and (5.1.4), our results in Theorem 

(5.1) are imperfect. 

In these cases, we know a rough idea of the algorithm to determine what 
kind of fibre the period map cf> has through a given point s0 ES: 
· · · · 1) Given ·a point u0 EU. Set 

h 1 = the pull-back of the Jacobian det A of d</> 
by the morphism p': U • S. 

In case h 1(u 0 )=1=0, we stop the process at this stage. 

2) In case h1(u 0)=0: For u EU with h 1(u)=0, we can calculate ex
plicitly, by ( 4.3) and ( 4.10), the liftings "t"(u) E Tu(u) of Ker dcf>(s). Calculate 

also the equation h~(u) of the tangent cone to {u EU I h 1(u)=0} at u and set 

In case hi(u0 )=1=0, we stop the process at this stage. 

3) In case hi(u0 )=0: Calculate the equation h;(u) of the tangent cone to 

{u EU I hi(u)=O} at u and set 

hJ(u)=h'.i,("t"(u)). 

In case hJ(u0 )=1=0, we stop the process at this stage. In case hJCu0 )=0, con

tinue the process and get the equations h4 , h5, ... • 

4) We can conclude the period map </> has positive dimensional fibre 

through s0 if and only if 

dimu0 {ueBlh;(u);=Q (i=l, 2,; .. )}>0. 
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Unfortunately, the above algorithm is too complicated to pe,jonn at present. 

6. Some properties on S 2 = {sESI dim Ker ds6(u) =2} 

We will investigate, in this section, some properties on S 2 in (3.3) and their 
relations. We use the notation in the previous sections. 

THEOREM (6.1) Let u0 e U and set X = X" 0 Consider the following properties: 

(a) The bi-canonical map <P 12KI: X-+P2 is a Galois covering with the 

group (Z/2Z)fB2 • 

(a') J(l)=g< 1J=O at u0 . 

(a") The period map </> has 2-dimensional fibre through s0 = p'(u 0 ). 

(b) The canonical divisor C of X is smooth and the exact sequence 

splits. 

(b') f1=f2=g,=g2=0 at u0 . 

(c) dim Kerdcf,(s0)=2. 
(c') f 1 =f2 =g 1 =g2 =0 or rank (!)=rank (g)= 1 at u0 • 

Then, among the above properties, we have the following equivalences 

and implications: 

(a)~ (a')~ (a")~ (b) ~ (b') ==;, (c) ~ (c"). 

We kow also that the subvarieties of S satisfying the property (a) (resp. (b), (c)) 

is of codimension 6 (resp. 4, 4) in Sand irreducible (resp. irreducible, of disjoint 

u11ion of two irreducible compone11ts). 

PROOF. The implication (a')=>(a) is immediatly verified by observing that 
the involusions z3 - -z3 and z4 - -z4 form a system of generators of the covering 
transformation group of <P 12KI: X -+P2 . The converse is an exercise in the Galois 
theory (for detail, see [2]). 

The equivalence between (a') and (a") is the first part in (5.1.1) and we have 
already proven. 

The implication (a)=>(b) follows from the observation of the induced action 
of the involution x 0 - - x0 (for detail, see [2]). 

The implication (b)=>(c) is easy (see [4] and also [2]). 
The equivalence between (c) and (c') has already stated in Lemma (3.10). 
We have known that the subvariety of S satisfying the property (b) is of 

codimension ~ 4 in S (see [6]). It is easy to see that the subvariety of S satisfying 
the property (c') is of codimension 4 in S. Note also .that the canonical divisor 
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of X., 0 has singularity if rank (f) = rank (g) = 1 at u0 • Combining the above three 
facts and the implication (b)=>(c'), which has been already proven, we get the 
equivalence between (b) and (b'). 

The last assertion is an immediate consequence of the characterizations (a'), 
(b') and (c') of (a), (b) and (c) respectively. Q. E. D. 
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